Heraldic Will – multiple heirs, transfers and releases

I, [______________________ Legal name______________________], known in the Society for Creative Anachronism, Incorporated (SCA) as [______________________ Society name______________________], upon my death wish to make the following dispositions of the following names and/or armory registered to me in the SCA as follows:

Transfer to [______________________ Heir’s Legal name______________________], known in the Society for Creative Anachronism, Incorporated (SCA) as [______________________ Heir’s Society name______________________]:

"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"

Transfer to [______________________ Heir’s Legal name______________________], known in the Society for Creative Anachronism, Incorporated (SCA) as [______________________ Heir’s Society name______________________]:

"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"

Transfer to [______________________ Heir’s Legal name______________________], known in the Society for Creative Anachronism, Incorporated (SCA) as [______________________ Heir’s Society name______________________]:

"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
"[______________________ Name or Blazon of registered armory______________________],"
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"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",
"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",
"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",
"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",

Release the following names and/or armory registered to me in the SCA:

"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",
"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",
"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",
"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",
"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",
"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",
"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",
"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",
"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",
"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",
"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",
"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",
"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",
"[ Name or Blazon of registered armory ]",

Date:

Signature:
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